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Q1

Please provide the following information

Award Contact Name Tracy Ehrsam

Company Habitec Security

Email Address tracy@habitecsecurity.com

Phone Number 800-832-5276

Q2

Which Monitoring Center of the Year category are you
entering?

SMB (0-40,000 subscribers)

Q3

Is your organization Five Diamond certified? (15%)

No

Q4

TRAINING AND EDUCATION - Please provide detailed information on your new hire and on-going training programs.
Please specifically address content, testing, evaluation/analysis, and methodology. Share the qualifications and training
for your trainers. Define additional training modules and target skill sets. Explain how you determine and address training
and knowledge gaps over time. Describe how training programs are allocated and include any incentive programs that
you have implemented around training. (10%)

Habitec Security offers hands on training with a trainer, classroom visuals, videos, phone etiquette classes. Once it is determined that 

all criteria has been met and the operator feels confident, the manager will sign off. The operator must pass the TMA Level 1 course 
and panel training. All operators are on a Career Path Tier Program and as they level up raise incentives are given.

Q5

DISASTER RECOVERY - Please explain your center’s disaster recovery solution. Provide details relevant to its scope,
how you train to the plan and how/when you test the plan. (Note: It is acceptable to submit a copy of the outline page of
your plan.) (10%)

See attached PDF
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Q6

USE OF TECHNOLOGY - Explain how technology is used to support business intelligence for monitoring operations;
customer support; training; sales and marketing; HR; accounting; and, end users/subscribers. (10%)

Habitec Security uses many different platforms to support our business intelligence. Our Dashboard-KPI offers vital information that 

helps the company keep a finger on the the pulse of what is happening it offers a wide variety of data to track anything and everything. 
Our online portal allows customer to update critical contact information or request a variety of services. Phone apps, videos and email 

are also great marketing tools.

Q7

FALSE DISPATCH PROCEDURES/REDUCING FALSE ALARMS - Explain standard alarm procedures and how your
monitoring center uses technology to reduce false dispatches.  Outline your approach for identifying offenders and
corresponding remediation. If applicable, identify any training programs that you have developed for key stakeholders,
inclusive of employees, end users, or others. (10%)

In order to help reduce false dispatches we have implemented a 2 call verification procedure, residential panic alarms are a also on the 

2 call procedure which has cut dispatches dramatically. We offer video verification as well as SMS texting/email notification.

Q8

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - Detail how you help employees engage in community activities and causes. (10%)

Each employee contributes in their own way. Some donate money, time or goods. We are involved with many charities such as the 

Lymphoma & Leukemia Society, Little Boo at the Zoo, St Ursula Learning Academy, Cherry Street Ministries and the Toledo Gospel 
Rescue Mission.

Q9

METRICS - Identify KPIs and frequency of reporting. Explain how these reports are used to manage day-to-day
operations. (10%)

Each work station displays operator proficiency to show times, amounts etc. We run our KPI monthly and go thru the data to see 
where we can improve efficiency.

Q10

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION - Explain your center’s approach for recognizing employee excellence in areas of
productivity, Q/A scores, attendance, etc. Provide information on any employee referral programs and retention bonus
programs. (5%)

Our Central Station offers a quarterly Toperator Award to the operator with the best statistics. We offer an employee referral program 
that rewards both the employee and the new hire first at 6 months and then at 1 year of employment. We also hand out tickets to 

various sporting events, we have company lunches, and gift cards. Habitec also sponsors a Recognize program that allows employees
to recognize each other, each point is worth $1 and can be cashed in for giftcards.
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Q11

QUALITY OF RECORDS (Alarm history, recordings, etc.) - Detail your center’s records retention process, including its
approach for alarm history and phone calls. Explain how you use history to evaluate current challenges, productivity, and
effectiveness. Lastly, how is history used to understand current business, customers, and employees? (5%)

All of our alarm history is stored for 1 year or longer phone conversations are stored 2+ years. All contracts and miscellaneous data 

are scanned daily into a document saver online. Data that is stored is used to run many many reports that allow us to see any 
weaknesses whether it is an employee issue, faulty equipment or customer in need of extra training.

Q12

RELATIONS WITH AHJs - Explain how your monitoring center works with public safety to increase effectiveness,
reduce false alarms, and increase awareness of industry trends, technology, and contributions. (5%)

We work daily with authorities looking to see if there is any way to improve our efficiency. Letters to Various AHJ's go out daily from us 
for help with customer compliance. AHJ's provide a tremendous service that we could not do without.

Q13

BUSINESS STRATEGY/CUSTOMER RELATIONS - How do you approach and manage communications with your
customers? Share how your center solicits voice of customer?  How do you keep them apprised of business
developments, advancements, and new products or services? (5%)

Word of mouth is still one of the best ways to solicit new customers. Facebook and emails we have found is still the best way to 
update customers of new technology and services.

Q14

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS - Identify relevant industry association memberships that you center
maintains.  How does your company participate in or contribute to these associations? (5%)

Netone-Fall operator, best practices. Attending this event is very fulfilling, seeing different company objectives and opinions. Dice 
Corp, we attend this every year it is always great to see new products/automation features. TMA is always great to see where the 

industry is heading.

Q15

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Respondent skipped this question

Q16

Optional: You may upload a PDF or image to accompany your application. (File size limit is 16MB)

Disaster%20plan%202023.pdf (189.7KB)


